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Abstract

We present a filtering method for 2D curvilinear structures, called RORPO (Ranking the Orien-
tation Responses of Path Operators). RORPO is based on path operators, a recently developed
family of mathematical morphology filters. Compared with state of the art methods, RORPO is
non–local and well adapted to the intrinsic anisotropy of curvilinear structures. Since RORPO
does not depend on a linear scale-space framework, it tends to preserve object contours without
a blurring effect. Due to these properties, RORPO is a useful low-level filter and can also serve
as a curvilinear prior in segmentation frameworks. In this article, after introducing RORPO,
we develop the 2D version of the algorithm and present a few applications.

Source Code

The C++ implementation of RORPO 2D along with an online demo are available on the IPOL
webpage of this article1

Keywords: filtering, curvilinear structure, mathematical morphology, path operator.

1 Introduction

Many image analysis applications involve the detection of curvilinear structures, for example roads
in remote sensing, glass fibers in material sciences or blood vessels in medical imaging (see Figure 1).

Despite a large field of applications, the detection of curvilinear structures remains a difficult
task, due to the sparsity of the image, their specific geometry and sensitivity to noise.

The majority of state of the art methods for detecting curvilinear structures are based on the
image derivatives [6, 3, 7, 1, 13, 8, 4]. These methods generally compute the derivatives of the image
in a small neighborhood around a putative pixel belonging to a curvilinear structure. This local
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Examples of images involving curvilinear structures. (a) Roads in remote sensing, (b) glass fibers in CT-scan and
(c) blood vessels in retinal images.

analysis is not well adapted to the anisotropy of such structures, and often results in false detections.
By using path operators, our method called RORPO tends to avoid these false detections, and better
detects curvilinear structures.

RORPO computes two features characterizing curvilinear structures: an intensity feature that can
be seen as a curvilinearity measure, and a directional feature, providing local orientation. RORPO
was originally proposed for 3D images2 (see [11, 10]). In this article we propose a 2D implementation
of this operator. We briefly present the methodology behind RORPO 2D in Section 2. Then, Section 3
develops the RORPO 2D algorithm. Section 4 explains how to use the online demo and the C++
code we provide. Finally, we present a few examples on synthetic and real images in Section 5.

2 Proposed Method

RORPO is based on path operators, which include the dual path opening and path closing [5]. In
the following, as we consider bright objects on a dark background, we present our methodology with
the path opening. For dark structures on a bright background, path closings should be used. In
this section, we introduce the path opening, then we present RORPO and its two aforementionned
features.

2.1 Path Opening

A path opening is an algebraic opening, but instead of using one structuring element with a fixed
shape and size, the path opening uses a family of structuring elements called paths.

Let X be the set of points of an image. We note σ(π) the set of points successively constituting a
path π between two points of X with respect to an adjacency relation Γ. Figure 2 shows an example
of two adjacency relations and their resulting graphs.

We note ΠΓ
L the set of all paths of length L on X with the adjacency relation Γ. The adjacency

relation defines a global orientation for all paths of ΠΓ
L. For example, in Figure 2, Γ1 allows for

globally vertical paths, whereas Γ2 allows for globally diagonal paths. In the following, we call Γ the
orientation of the path opening.

2http://path-openings.github.io/RORPO
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(a) Γ1 (b) G1 (c) Γ2 (d) G2

Figure 2: Two examples of adjacency relations Γi and the graphs Gi built from them. On each graph, two paths of size 3
(in red) and 4 (in blue) points are shown.

The binary path opening αΓ
L is defined as the union of all the paths of length L on a binary image

Ib (see Equation (1)). This operator preserves each point of Ib belonging to at least one path of ΠΓ
L.

αΓ
L(Ib) =

⋃{
σ(π), π ∈ ΠΓ

L(Ib)
}
. (1)

A conceptually simple, but algorithmically inefficient, way to extend the path opening to gray-
levels is to consider the set of all the successive thresholds of a gray-scale image, and perform, for each
one, a binary path opening. Let G be the set of gray-levels of an image I, and Iλ = {x ∈ X, I(x) ≥ λ}
the binary image resulting from the thresholding of I at gray-level λ ∈ G. The gray-level path opening
AΓ
L is defined by

AΓ
L(I)(x) = max

λ∈G

{
λ, x ∈ αΓ

L(Iλ)
}
. (2)

A path opening AΓ
L with orientation Γ preserves the curvilinear structures which present a length

of at least L pixels and an orientation compatible with Γ. To preserve the curvilinear structures
lying in any orientation, the union of several path openings with different orientations is required

AL(I) =
∨
o∈O

AoL(I), (3)

whereO is a set of path opening orientations. In 2D, four path opening orientations are generally used
to preserve curvilinear structures in all orientations. These orientations are presented in Figure 3.

2.2 General Strategy

In 2D, two types of structures can be found: curvilinear structures which are elongated in a direction,
and blob-like structures, which are approximately isotropic. A path opening in a given orientation
preserves the structures where at least one path can fit. This means that a path opening does not
only preserve curvilinear structures, but also the blob-like ones with a diameter greater than the path
length. Our goal is to design a filter based on path openings which specifically detects curvilinear
structures. To this aim, our strategy relies on counting the number of path opening orientations
detecting a structure, to distinguish between a blob-like and a curvilinear structure.
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(a) o1: vertical orienta-
tion

(b) o2 : horizontal ori-
entation

(c) o3: South/West
- North/East diagonal
orientation

(d) o4: South/East
- North/West diagonal
orientation

Figure 3: The 4 path opening orientations in 2D. The arrows represent the adjacency relation. A path in a given orientation,
going through the center point of the square, lies in the light blue shape. The red arrow is the main vector, i.e. the global
orientation of any path lying in this path opening orientation.

2.3 Intensity Feature

To count the number of path opening orientations detecting a structure, we start by ranking the
path opening responses. Let γiL(I) be the image obtained by applying on the path opening responses(
AL

o
)
o∈O a point-wise rank filter RFi, of order i

γiL(I)(x) = RFi{AoL(I)(x), o ∈ O}. (4)

In particular, RF1 and RF4 are respectively the point-wise maximum and minimum operators, and
we have ∀x ∈ X, γ1

L(I)(x) ≥ γ2
L(I)(x) ≥ γ3

L(I)(x) ≥ γ4
L(I)(x).

A structure detected in only one path opening response is present in the first ranked path opening
image γ1

L(I), but absent from the others. More generally, a structure detected in i path opening
responses is present in the ith first ranked path opening results.

Based on this observation, we define the RORPO intensity feature ΦL as follows

ΦL(I) = γ1
L(I)− γ4

L(I). (5)

γ1
L(I) contains all the structures detected in at least one path opening response, while γ4

L(I) contains
the structures detected in all the path opening responses, i.e. all the isotropic, blob-like structures.
Defining our intensity feature as the residue of these ranked images allows for preserving all the
non-isotropic structures, i.e. the curvilinear structures.

2.4 Directional Feature

Along with the intensity feature, RORPO is also able to provide, for each point of a curvilinear
structure, an estimation of its orientation. Experimentally, we observed that a curvilinear structure
is usually detected by 1, 2 or 3 path opening orientation(s), called orientation(s) of interest, each
one coded by its main vector (the red arrow in Figure 3). By combining the main vector of each
orientation of interest, we are able to provide a useful estimation of the orientation of the curvilinear
structure.

An orientation of interest o is characterized by a high path opening value AoL, whereas the orienta-
tions which do not detect the curvilinear structure should present a low path opening value. The first
step is then to classify, for each pixel, the four path opening responses into orientations of interest
and other orientations. This is a binary classification problem that we chose to solve by minimizing
the intraclass standard deviation. This approach is similar to the Otsu thresholding method. More

4
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formally, let C be the set of all the combinations of 1, 2 or 3 orientations of O. One combination
of C is the set of the orientations of interest we seek. Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pk}, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3, be a
combination of C (P ∈ C). We note σP (x), the standard deviation of the path opening responses
with the orientations of P at pixel x

σP (x) =

√√√√1

k

k∑
j=1

(A
pj
L (I)(x)− µ(x))2, µ(x) =

1

k

k∑
j=1

A
pj
L (I)(x). (6)

Then, we find the orientations of interest for each pixel x by solving the following problem

minimize
P∈C

σP (x) + σO\P (x). (7)

Thanks to the ranking procedure of the path opening results required to compute the intensity fea-
ture, the number of combinations in C is small. We call Oi the orientation along which the ranked path
opening γiL(I) was computed (γiL(I) = AOi

L (I)). Then, we have C = {{O1}, {O1, O2}, {O1, O2, O3}}.

The combination of the main vectors of each orientation of interest can not be performed by a
simple vector sum. Indeed, a vector has a direction, which is more specific than an orientation. Each
orientation may be encoded by 2 different vectors. For example, if a curvilinear structure has an
horizontal orientation, both vectors [0, 1] and [0,−1] encode its orientation. However, a vector sum
with either one vector or the other would not be the same (see Figure 4).

The combination of the orientations of interest first consists of a correction of the main vectors,
then a vector sum. The pseudo-code of the correction is presented in Algorithm 6.

Find orientations
 of interest

Combine orientations
 of interest

+

=

[1,-1] [0,1]

[1,0]

Combine orientations
 of interest after correction

+

=

[-1,1] [0,1]

[-1,2]

Figure 4: Without correction of the main vectors, the final curvilinear structure direction is incorrect ([1, 0]). We first need
to switch one of the main vectors from [1,−1] to [−1, 1] (both have the same orientation), and then sum them to obtain
the correct curvilinear direction ([−1, 2]).

2.5 Robustness to Noise

Path openings are sensitive to noise. A version of path opening robust to noise, called Robust
Path Opening (RPO) [2], was developed by Cokelaer et al. However, it requires a relatively costly
algorithmic layer.
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We proposed an alternative to RPO based on a mask-based second-generation connectivity strat-
egy [13]. A dilation by a square structuring element of size N × N is first performed on the initial
image. This dilated image is later used to compute the regular path openings. To ensure anti-
extensivity, the final result is the minimum between the path opening and the initial image. This is
very similar to the RPO strategy which uses paths, where a fixed number of noisy pixels in a row
can be ignored. Intuitively, instead of allowing for noisy pixels inside paths, we compute paths on
the dilated image on which noisy pixels have been turned into structure pixels (see Figure 5).

Dilation Path Opening
1 2

Min3

Figure 5: Illustration of the simplified robust path opening. A curvilinear structure is disconnected by a noisy pixel. After
dilation, this pixel is no longer considered as noise, but belongs to the curvilinear structure, which allows the path opening
to preserve the whole curvilinear structure. A minimum operator is finally applied to ensure anti-extensivity.

2.6 Multiscale Filtering

To preserve curvilinear structures of various scales, a multiscale procedure is required. Usually,
the scale parameter for curvilinear structures is the diameter of the structure. However, we ex-
perimentally observed that a multiscale procedure based on the path length is equivalent in most
applications.

The path length detecting a curvilinear structure depends on its degree of curvature. The greater
the curvature, the lower the path length must be to detect the structure (see Figure 6).

In many applications, the diameter, curvature and length of curvilinear structures are highly
correlated, for physical reasons. For example, small blood vessels are generally more tortuous and
shorter than large vessels like the aorta. The same argument can be made for insulation fibers or roads
vs. highways. Based on this hypothesis, we developed a multiscale procedure using the path length.
The multiscale RORPO intensity feature Φ(I) is defined for a set of scales S = {L1, L2, . . . Ln} as
follows

Φ(I) =
∨
L∈S

ΦL(I). (8)

This multiscale paradigm also applies to the RORPO directional feature. For each scale, a
direction can be computed, but the final direction is the one associated to the greatest RORPO
intensity response, and with the lowest scale.

6
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Figure 6: A curvilinear structure with a large-scale curvature cannot be preserved by only one path opening. Path openings
with several orientations and a path length lower than the real curvilinear structure length are required.

3 Algorithm

In this section, we first recall the Luengo Hendriks Algorithm [9] for computing a path opening.
Then we present the algorithm to compute both RORPO features.

3.1 Path Opening Algorithm

Our implementation uses the dimensionality-independent path opening algorithm of Luengo Hen-
driks. We recall the whole algorithm in this section (see Algorithms 1 and 2). The reader may refer
to [9] for a complete presentation.

3.2 RORPO Algorithm

This section presents the RORPO algorithm. Algorithm 3 presents an overview of RORPO with the
multiscale procedure. Algorithm 4 details the pointwise ranking to compute the intensity feature
and Algorithm 5 shows the directional feature computation.

In Algorithm 5, before the combination of the main vectors (vector sum), we required a vector
correction due to the difference between orientations and directions (see Section 2.4). This correction,
developed in Algorithm 6, consists of choosing the vectors with minimal sum of their pairwise angles.

3.3 Complexity

The RORPO algorithm complexity is dominated by the Luengo Hendriks path opening complexity.
For one scale, it is O(|Ω| log(L)) with L the path length and |Ω| the number of pixels in the image.
The robustness step only requires infimum/supremum operations which have a linear cost in O(|Ω|),
like the pixelwise sorting procedure. Validations of the RORPO complexity in the 3D case may be
found in [10].

An easy way to decrease the RORPO computation time is to parallelize the computation of the
4 path openings, which are completely independent.

7
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Algorithm 1: compute PO

input : Dilated image Id, orientation o and path length L.
output: Path opening result IoPO.
Create list of offsets n+ to upstream neighbors and n− to downstream neighbors according to
orientation o.
Create list i of indices to all pixels of image Id except border pixels.
Sort i according to value of Id(i).
Create temporary images b, λ+ and λ−.
Initialize for each pixel x, b(x)← true, λ+(x)← L, λ−(x)← L and IoPO(x)← Id(x).
Initialize for each border pixel pb, b(pb)← false.
Initialize a First In First Out (FIFO) queue Qc.
foreach p ∈ i for which b(p) =true do

Qc ← propagate(p, λ−, n+, n−, Qc)
Qc ← propagate(p, λ+, n−, n+, Qc)
foreach q ∈ Qc do

if λ+(q) + λ−(q)− 1 < L then
IoPO(q)← IoPO(p)
b(q)← false, λ+(q)← 0, λ−(q)← 0

Algorithm 2: propagate

input : pixel p, path propagation λ, offsets lists nf , nb, FIFO queue Qc.
output: FIFO queue Qc.
λ(p)← 0
Initialize a FIFO queue Qq.
Enqueue in Qq all neighbors pf = p+ nf for which b(pf ) = true.
foreach q ∈ Qq do

l←
∨
i λ(q + nb(i)) + 1

if l < λ(q) then
λ(q)← l
Enqueue in Qq all neighbors qf = q + nf for which b(qf ) = true
Enqueue q in Qc

4 Implementation

In this section, we explain how to use the C++ implementation we provide along with the online
IPOL demo.

4.1 Requirements

Our C++ implementation only depends on the libpng library (http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/
libpng.html). We also provide a CMakeList to compile the code, requiring at least cmake 2.8

(https://cmake.org/download/).

4.2 Input/Output

The code requires 6 inputs:

8
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Algorithm 3: RORPO algorithm

input : Image I : E → G, set of scales S = {L1, L2, . . . , Ln},
set of the 4 orientations O = {o1, o2, o3, o4}, size k of the structuring element.

output: Intensity feature RORPO and directional feature d.
Initialize for each pixel x, RORPO(x)← 0.
foreach scale L ∈ S do

Id ← δBk
(I) ; Dilation of I with structuring element Bk.

foreach o ∈ O do
IoPO ← compute PO(Id, o, L) ; Compute the 4 PO.

IoPO ← min(I, IoPO) ; Minimum with the initial image for the robust PO (RPO).(
I irank, O

i
)
i∈[1,4]

← ranking
((
IoPO

)
i∈[1,4]

, (oi)i∈[1,4]

)
; Pointwise rank filter.

foreach x ∈ E do
RORPOL(x)←

(
I1

rank(x)− I4
rank(x)

)
; Intensity feature at scale L.

dL(x)← compute directions
((
Irank(x), Oi(x)

)
i∈[1,4]

)
; Directional feature at scale L.

if RORPOL(x) > RORPO(x) then
RORPO(x)← RORPOL(x) ; Multiscale intensity feature.

d(x)← dL(x) ; Multiscale directional feature.

Algorithm 4: ranking

input : The 4 path opening images
(
IoiPO

)
i∈[1,4]

and the 4 path opening orientations (oi)i∈[1,4].

output: The 4 ranked path opening results
(
I irank)i∈[1,4] and the orientations along which it

were computed
(
Oi
)
i∈[1,4]

.

foreach x ∈ E do
foreach k ∈ [1, 4] do

Ikrank(x)← RFk
p∈[1,4]

(
I
op
PO(x)

)
; RFk returns the kth maximal value.

p? ← argRFk
p∈[1,4]

(
I
op
PO(x)

)
; /* argRFk returns the orientation indice p

Ok(x)← op? ; giving the kth maximum value I
op
PO(x).*/

• the path of the initial image: it should point to a 2D gray-level 8 bits PNG image;

• the minimum path length, Lmin: an integer;

• the scale factor, factor: a floating point value;

• the number of scales, nbScales: an integer;

• the robustness parameter, R: an integer, usually 0 or 1;

• the path of the resulting image.

Remark on the initial image. The code is based on path openings. The initial image should then
contain bright structures on dark background. For images with dark structures on bright background
the reader should first invert the image.

With these parameters, RORPO is computed with several scales. The path length for each scale

9
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Algorithm 5: compute directions

input : The 4 ranked path opening results (I irank)i∈[1,4] and ranked orientations, (Oi)i∈[1,4].
output: Directional feature d.
foreach x ∈ E do

g1 ← σ
(

(I irank(x))i∈[2,4]

)
; /*Compute the intraclass

g2 ← σ
(

(I irank(x))i∈[1,2]

)
+ σ
(

(I irank(x))i∈[3,4]

)
; standard deviations

g3 ← σ
(

(I irank(x))i∈[1,3]

)
; according to Equation 7.*/

g? ← argmin(gi)
i∈[1,3]

; Keep the class minimizing the intraclass std. deviation.

Vec← vector correction
(

(Oi(x))i∈[1,g?]

)
d(x)← vector sum

(
Vec
)

; Compute the final direction.

is computed with respect to the following equation

Ln = Lmin × factorn−1, (9)

with Ln the path length at scale n, ∀n ∈ [1, nbScales].
Three gray-level PNG images are written on the file system by RORPO2D. The first is the

resulting intensity feature, which is written at the location provided by the first argument. The
other two images encode the x and y coordinates of the directional feature respectively. For example,
if the intensity feature is called output.png, then output vx.png (resp. output vy.png) is the image
where each pixel value is the x (resp. y) coordinate of the vector representing the local orientation
of a curvilinear structure at this pixel. The directional feature is usually encoded by normalized
vectors (i.e. with values between −1 and 1). However, PNG images support neither negative nor
floating-point values. The directional feature values written in the PNG images are then normalized
between 0 and 200. To retrieve the original value, one should first divide the PNG value by 100,
then substract 1.

4.3 Setting the Parameters

RORPO only requires two parameters: the path length L (or several path lengths for the multiscale
processing) and the robustness parameter R.

The path length is a meaningful parameter which is related to the size of the structures one wants
to detect. In the following, we present a few advices to set the path length:

• The lower the path length, the more undesired structures may be preserved.

• The lower the path length, the better the local accuracy of the directional feature, but the
more sensitive to noise the directional feature.

• One or two scales are usually sufficient, however, the greater the curvilinear structure tortuosity,
the more scales should be used.

The robustness parameter R controls the amount of noise accepted during the path opening
computation. The greater R, the higher the number of detected structures (curvilinear structures,
but also possibly noise or blob-like structures). Usually, we set R to 0 (the noise is not allowed in
the path opening computation) or 1 (a maximum of 2 noise pixels in a row are accepted in a path).
Higher values of R generally result in too many false positive detections.

10
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Algorithm 6: vector correction

input : The set of ranked orientations (Oi(x))i∈[1,g∗].
output: A g∗ × 2 array containing the set of corrected vectors Vec.
sumAngle← 360
Create one (if g∗ = 1), two (if g∗ = 2) or three (if g∗ = 3) 1× 2 arrays (v1, v2, v3), containing
the main vectors of (Oi(x))i∈[1,g∗]. For example if O1(x) = o1 the vertical orientation, then
v1[0]← 1 and v1[1]← 0.
V ec[0, 0]← v1[0] ; Fix the first vector and correct the others according to this one.

V ec[0, 1]← v1[1]
if g? = 1 ; # 1 orientations of interest #

then
// No correction is required

if g? = 2; # 2 orientations of interest #

then
for i ∈ [1,−1] do

sum← angle(v1, i.v2) ; Compute the angle between v1 and i.v2.

if sum < sumAngle; Look for the minimal sum of pairwise angles.

then
sumAngle← sum
V ec[1, 0]← i.v2[0]; Correct the main vectors.

V ec[1, 1]← i.v2[1]

else if g? = 3; # 3 orientations of interest #

then
Create three 1× 2 arrays v1, v2 and v3, containing the main vectors of (Oi(x))i∈[1,g∗].
for i ∈ [1,−1] do

for j ∈ [1,−1] do
//Compute the sum of pairwise angle between v1, i.v2, j.v3.
sum← angle(v1, i.v2) + angle(v1, j.v3) + angle(i.v2, j.v3)
if sum < sumAngle ; Look for the minimal sum of pairwise angles.

then
sumAngle← sum
V ec[1, 0]← i.v2[0]; Correct the main vectors.

V ec[1, 1]← i.v2[1]
V ec[2, 0]← j.v3[0]
V ec[2, 1]← j.v3[1]

4.4 Usage

To compile the code with cmake:

• Create a build directory

• Inside this directory, precompile the project: cmake path to the CMakeLists.txt

• Compile the project: make

The compilation generates an executable called RORPO2D which should be used as follows:

RORPO2D <inputPath> <Lmin> <f a c to r> <nbScales> <R> <outputPath>

11
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Usage examples:

RORPO2D input . png 25 1 .5 3 0 output . png

To visualize the directional feature, we provide a Python script plot directional feature.py which
uses matplotlib.

(a) Image (b) Intensity feature (c) Directional feature

Figure 7: A synthetic image (a), its intensity (b) and directional (c) features from RORPO with parameters Lmin = 30,
factor = 1, nbScales = 1, R = 1. The directional feature (red vectors) is plotted upon the initial image.

5 Examples

In this section, we present a few results obtained with RORPO. The reader should note that we
plotted the directional feature only inside the curvilinear structures. When the ground truth of the
curvilinear structures is not available, one may consider the directional feature only inside a threshold
of the intensity feature.

We applied RORPO on a synthetic image containing both curvilinear and blob-like structures,
and on two real images: a retinal image of the Drive database [15] and an image of surface fissures
from very-high resolution aerial images [12, 16]. The results are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9.

RORPO successfully removes the blob-like structures, while preserving the curvilinear structures.
Moreover, most of the noise and the background intensity was also reduced, which significantly en-
hances the local contrast of the curvilinear structures. The directional feature provides a good esti-
mation of the local orientation of the curvilinear structures, despite the small number of orientations
used.

6 Limitations

RORPO is a powerful filter; however it presents a few limitations:

• RORPO detects separately bright structures on dark background or dark structures on bright
background. If the structures of interest are both dark and white, both results must be com-
bined, for instance by supremum.

• The orientation estimation may present outliers, usually due to phantom structures induced
by the noise or low contrast. The weight of these outliers can be reduced by averaging the
orientations in local patches.
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(a) Image (b) Intensity feature

(c) Directional feature, zoom 1 (d) Directional feature, zoom 2 (e) Directional feature, zoom 3

Figure 8: A retinal image (a), its intensity (b) and directional (c–e) features from RORPO, with parameters Lmin = 25,
factor = 1.5, nbScales = 2, R = 1. For the sake of clarity, only three zooms of the directional feature are shown, and are
plotted upon the initial image.
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